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One of the most loved characters of all time Leaving home for college is never easy. Yet being on

her own and making new friends is more exciting than Anne Shirley every dreamed possible. Not

only does she sell her first story, but she also gets a marriage proposal--from the last person she

expects. There's never a dull moment when she moves into a cozy cottage with her girlfriends, gets

adopted by a troublemaker of a cat, and helps her best friend Diana plan the most beautiful wedding

Prince Edward Island has ever seen.  Just like Anne's friend Philippa says, something about Anne

makes us "long to be better and wiser and stronger." It's no wonder she's a favorite character of

everyone from Mark Twain to Duchess Kate and loved by generations of readers around the world.

This new edition lovingly restores the original, unabridged text and includes an all-new, exclusive

introduction with special memories from L.M. Montgomery's granddaughter.
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I love Anne! She was, at times, my greatest friend in the world. I am now in my mid 20's, but I still

cherish the memories of the moments Anne and I spent together when I was a child, and regularly

revisit her. If someone asked me which Anne book I liked least, I couldn't answer. I loved each and

every one more than the next.Anne of the Island is no less wonderful than the books preceeding it

or following it. Like all the books, it has a blend of humour and poignancy; joy and sorrow. The key

drawcards of the Anne books are the characters. They are lovable, good, kind, wholesome folk who

make you care about them and want to know what happens next. Incredibly vivid characters, it was



no exaggeration to say that Anne was my childhood best friend - she was as real to me as any

person I knew.The cast includes all kinds of interesting guests including the wonderful Miss Patty

and Maria with their china dogs, Miss Ada and her cushions, Mrs Skinner and her romance ("Jog

along, black mare")... the list goes on. Best of all, our old friends are back - Anne, Gilbert, Pricilla,

Diana, Davy and Dora, Marilla and Mrs Lynde, Charlie Sloane, and all those we knew and loved in

earlier books. There are also some fabulous new additions to the circle of friends - Stella, Aunt

Jimsie and the irrepressible Philippa Gordon.Anne of the Island takes us away from Avonlea to

Kingsport, where Anne is attending Redmond College. This new setting doesn't mean that we miss

out on Green Gables altogether, as Anne does return home for vactions, but it does give one a

sense of moving on. Never again will Anne be a child living under Marilla's roof - she is an adult,

and in this book she is beginning to break away from Green Gables in preparation for the next

chapter in her life.

I agree with the rest of the reviewers that this book is a page turner, suspenseful, fun, romantic, and

all those other fine things.But what I come back to is that this is a story of a bunch of country girls

going to COLLEGE in the 1880s. Not twenty years before we had the March girls in "Little Women"

who never seemed to seriously consider college as a womens' venue. Yet here we have an actively

coed college a few hundred miles north of Concord in Nova Scotia. Montgomery alludes to the

presence of at least one professor who disapproved of coeds, but they were clearly an accepted

part of the community.And it's funny to see both how much and how little college life has changed.

Colleges don't have a coed's dressing room any more, and you rarely see ball gowns, or balls for

that matter. But there are still lots of students like Anne attending on a shoestring from one year to

the next, relying on a summer teaching job this year, a scholarship the next, and a surprise

inheritance after that. Coeds (a long forgotten word) still juggle schoolwork and and social

schedules, and have surprise visitors drop in when they're least prepared. When Anne announces

she's made money selling an article, her roomie replies, "Let's go get drunk!" I suppose that's the

most subversive line I've seen in a Montgomery work, but it also shows how little campus life has

changed. And it also leaves me wondering what Anne might have been like after a few glasses of

wine.This may also be the most quotable Montgomery book. I cited the "I can't keep secrets -- it's

no use to try" in a recent publication of my own, and that's a pretty pale example.
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